


It’s a scary time for the Shale Alliance. In the
21st century The Unconventionals have grown
from a small group of dedicated geologists and
drillers in North Texas into an industry that
has changed the oil and gas markets
worldwide.

But with growth comes change. The National
Oil Companies have taken notice of the
Alliance, and are prepared to defend their
market share, with Russia moving closer to
Saudi Arabia. Both of them are moving closer
to China to strengthen ties with the world’s
new largest importer.

Oil prices have recovered since the downturn
in 2016 but are lower than they were last year.
The Alliance now faces war on several fronts –
with other suppliers for global market share,
with its banks, and with the forces of the
Green Alliance, on a quest for a magical
solution to carbon pollution. We are visiting
Alliance HQ in a remote corner of the galaxy
known as Dallas.



Alliance HQ – Analysts Inc.

The analysts have offered (for a fee) to send scouts to 
the planets of the Empires that may threaten the 
Unconventionals business plans for the year and report 
their findings.   The biggest threats seem to be coming 
from 3 sets of outside forces:
 Planet Leverage – home of the Money Managers
 Planet of the Eternal Swamp, home base for the Environmental 

Army AND the Trade Warriors 

Three vessels are chosen for the mission:
 Planet Leverage – USS Money Manager Monitor
 Planet of the Eternal Swamp – Environmental Army squad –

USS – USS Kale
 Planet of the Eternal Swamp - Trade Warrior squad – USS 

Expense Account 
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Planet Leverage
Report from the USS “Money Manager Monitor” 

The Reserve Based Lending Division is arming for battle
Small groups of financial analysts with magnifying glasses were 
spotted looking for information in financial reports
The Venture Capital Vulture squad is gathering 
The initial alert has been sounded in the financial press:
 Energy Sector Investment Performance (returns 2007-2019):
 Ironically, the only sector with lower returns than energy is their own:

Performance chart by novelinvestor.com, accessed 26 Jan 2020
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Planet Leverage - early warning signs
Fall “borrowing base” reviews give us clues before the year end numbers

The message from the scouts – it’s all about the debt this year 
The rules for lending based on oil and gas reserves were written to try and prevent a blowup like 
the one that happened in the 1980’s conventional oil business when the government had to bail 
out energy banks (the 1980’s version of the real estate bailout of 2008)

The banks set a “borrowing base” limit – basically what your reserves are worth for lending 
purposes, and they usually review it every 6 months (Spring and Fall)
The good news – out of 42 public companies (16 Investment Grade, 26 ‘other’) in a fall 
survey1, only 9 showed a decrease in their collateral value
The bad news – private equity doesn’t have to follow the banking rules and may have gone 
overboard on their investments

1”Haynes and Boone LLP, Borrowing Base Redeterminations Survey: Fall 2019”, October 3, 2019
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Planet Leverage Threat Assessment
Unconventionals in the Crosshairs – watch year end earnings

The crew was able to get close enough to the building to overhear and send back a warning 
before they were discovered and their ship was repossessed

Analysts will be waiting for the “SMOG” to clear so 
they can see whether E&P company oil and gas 
reserve assets can still support their debt service 
SMOG is analyst speak for “Standardized Measures 
of Oil & Gas” buried in the footnotes to corporate 
financial statements for E&P businesses
SMOG = an estimate of the present value of the cash 
flows from selling the oil, gas and NGLs from proven 
reserves at a price given by the SEC – it was $52.19 
for 2019
Quick test - when Debt>SMOG it’s time to take a 
closer look
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At risk from the Empire of Leverage

Going into year end earnings, the list of weaker public company Alliance members looked like this per 
Standard & Poors:
 California Resources (CRC)
 Denbury Resources (DNR)
 Chaparral Energy (CHAP)
 Comstock Resources (CRK)
 Extraction Oil and Gas (XOG)
 Gulfport Energy (GPOR)
 Montage (MR)
 Chesapeake Energy (CHK) has issued a warning that they are at risk
 Lilis Energy (American Exchange:LLEX) 

Chesapeake Energy (CHK) has issued a warning that it is as risk of Chapter 11
The “Venture Vulture” squad is attacking Lilis Energy (LLEX) – they have received a “take private” offer 
from a major shareholder
Others are hovering near the $1.00/share mark that triggers a de-listing warning from the Exchange
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The focus is on the status of the laws to reauthorize the funding that 
supports the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration 
(PHMSA) through 2023
Both houses of Congress had put forward their bills for the 
reconciliation process and thought they could go to the conference 
committee to get a final bill……….

Planet of the Eternal Swamp – Hazard Analysis
Report from the USS Kale 

And then impeachment happened
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Before impeachment, compromise was possible on the PHMSA bill
Now, the sides have dug in for battle
The key concerns for the Alliance are around the types of lines that are 
regulated 
The new House version has some costly requirements for new regs:
 Operators to install automatic or remote-controlled shutoff valves for gas and 

hazardous liquid pipelines in high-risk areas, such as densely populated 
communities or sensitive environmental habitats, which could be in remote 
locations that don’t meet the population density standards today

 Puts smaller diameter lines that currently are considered gathering systems (8” or 
larger diameter) back under PHMSA jurisdiction – the original compromise limited 
line size to 16” or larger

 Requires mapping for regulated lines 

Report from the USS Kale
Higher compliance costs ahead for pipeline system operators 
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The Environmental Empire has launched an outright war on ‘natural’ (aka “fossil fuel”) gas
Apparently this is a safer target than oil, since banning oil would mean walking to work
The new weapons are aerial surveillance, naming, blaming, and shaming 
The target audience is the investment community 
The Kale brought back a copy of a video that was on the screen in the main HQs of both the 
Environmental Army and the Money Managers:

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/12/12/climate/texas-methane-super-emitters.html

Report from the USS Kale - the war on fossil fuels is on
The enemy is methane, and the weapons are powerful
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The first “shot” in the trade war with China was in 
April 2018, when the US banned exports of certain 
semiconductor equipment and software to China
This triggered concern in China about reliance on 
the US for supplies in other sectors and elevated 
their goal of relying less on us for key materials
The first US casualties were farmers and projects 
that China was planning to invest in here (for 
example oil export terminals) 

Meanwhile, elsewhere on the Planet of the Eternal Swamp
Report from the USS Expense Account – the Trade War battle

The scout team listened in on conversations about the new deal that was recently announced to 
see if things were improving for the Alliance  
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The war has taken a toll on business with China
US oil and gas market share in China has been taken by other countries 

Saudi Arabia, Russia, Iraq, and Brazil have taken market share on the crude side
Australia’s ramping up on the LNG side
If overall demand doesn’t change, it doesn’t hurt as much, but could drive up freight costs
BUT if demand growth is still mostly China, it could push prices down in the US  

Shift in Chinese oil suppliers 2019 vs 2018 Shift in Chinese LNG suppliers 2019 vs 2018
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“Unconventional Undercover” assessment report 2020
Inputs from Earth

The scout teams combined what Earth based analysts were 
forecasting with their on the ground intel to produce their report:  
Price view:
 Base case oil prices at $50 to $65; upside possible IF Planet Leverage 

succeeds in keeping the focus on completing for cash instead of drilling 
this year

 Base gas prices annual average $1.50-$2.25/Mmbtu due to massive 
overhang of associated gas; negative numbers in Permian still possible 
this year 

Supply forecasts – year over year change Dec 2019 to Dec 2020:  
 Exit rate for “dry” gas (after processing) production 

 Low case flat year over year mostly due to reduction in drilling in Marcellus region
 High case up 2.7 bcf/d on the back of continued growth in associated gas

 Exit rate for oil production
 Low case flat year over year
 High case up .8 million b/d; much slower growth than 2019’s 1.3 million b/d
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“Unconventional Undercover” assessment report 2020
Combining forces and sources

Regardless of who the customers are, overall oil demand growth is 
likely to be slower this year, but if supply growth slows, price may 
be higher 
Natural gas prices will be weak due to massive oversupply and 
competition from Russia for Eastern European markets

The weaker members of the Alliance may be lost to the M&A by the 
combined efforts of the armies of Venture Vultures and High Yield   
Their sacrifice will not be in vain – the Alliance will emerge fewer, 
but stronger and in better position to continue its quest to support 
the US economy by providing us with the energy we need
The harder campaign will be fought in the Eternal Swamp, where 
the undergrowth has dimmed the light of reason and increased the 
need for understanding that the “green methane” from landfills and 
cow farts is the same stuff that’s coming out of the ground
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Midstream Energy Group and its affiliates are not registered investment advisers, and the views and 
opinions contained in these remarks are not intended to be relied on for investment advice, nor are they 
to be considered to be investment recommendations.    As with the case with any investment decision, 
you are advised to perform your own due diligence.    

Disclaimer
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Contact Information

Anne B. Keller, CPA
Managing Director
Midstream Energy Group
Sugar Land, TX
713-582-2579
abk@midstreamenergygroup.com
Strategic advice, project development, logistics management,  

industry training, and supply chain systems
Focus on adding value to natural gas and NGLs


